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It is with pleasure that we inform that the college magazine which was blishedor a long time under the 
initiative of Surendranath Evening College.But remained unpublished due to various reasons including 
Corona, is on the way to be published with new enthusiasm-new ideas, new format, new name and cover. 

In this auspicious beginning,creative(orginal)writings are requested from respected Professors, academic 
staff and dear students. 

Please read the following instructions before submiting your orginal creative writting: 
1. Submissions may be made in the following genres 

'Short story' (max-500 words) 

Urgent Notice 

'Poetry' (within 20-lines) 

"Essay' (Research essay preferred, not more than 1000 words) 

"The micro-short Story' ( not more than 100 words) 

Travel Writings'( not more than 1000 words) 

KENING 

Kolkata-9)r 

2. Apart from writing, creative pictures (hand drawn or lens captured) can be sent (not bigger than postcard 
size). 

3. Bengali, English, Hindi and Urdu are the four main languages of West Bengal and the writer may 
choose as medium of writing. 

4. The writing must be original and must not have been previously published. 

5. The writer should be aware enough about the spelling and adequate punctuation. 

Convenor 

6. Content should not to attack religious sentiments and induce communal incitement, casteism or any 
form of social disruption.Along with that, the author should be aware that the subject of writing should not 
violate borders of decency. 

7. In the case of writing an essay or research paper, it is necessary to mention references book or 
Supporting books, etc. 

Hand written copies will not be acCcepted. 

8. At the beginning of each writting , the authors name and brief identity must be mentioned along with the 
mobile number. In the case of students, the course, semester must be mentioned. 

Magazine Sub-committee 

9. Writing should be done in 12 point type (Avro or Kalpurush front) in the following mail 
(satyajit.biswas&32@gmail.com ). 

10. Last date for submission of writting- 31 August 2023. 
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